
Social Engineering  
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 The learning objective of this chapter is  
 Understanding the social engineering  
 Understanding the types of social engineering  
 Do’s and Don'ts  
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 Social Engineering is an approach or method 
used to gain access to information through 
misrepresentation or false identity by using 
various methods few are as follows  
 Careless talking is one of the reason for social 

engineering 
 Careless talking about business, the office, home, 

personal and the people and discussing with those 
who not authorized to talk. 
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 Instant messaging  
 E-mails 
 Websites 
 Gossips 
 Personal Pride or Confidence 
 Online 
 Baiting 
 Persuasion  
 Through Social Networking sites  
 Through Whaling method  
 Shoulder surfing 
 Vishing 
 Dumpster diving  
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 Social Engineering can be done through Instant 
messaging/Internet Relay Chat. 

 Users are directed to sites that claim to offer 
help  

 The sites may contain the malware like Trojan  
 System may infect with the malware  
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 Social Engineering through e-mails like  
 Phishing e-mails 
 e-mail with attachments  
 e-mail scams 
 Fake e-mails 
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 Social engineer sends an email to a person 
who appears to come from a legitimate site, 
such as  
 Online shopping  
 Banking site 
 New offers 
 Registration  
 Change of account password 
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 In email attachments there is a possibility of 
spreading viruses or cause damage to 
computer networks.  

 These attachments may include malicious 
software such as viruses, worms and Trojan 
horses.  
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 Email scams are becoming more prevalent 
 One recent example claims that you have won a 

trip to the America and requests “basic 
information” from the user so that the prize can be 
awarded  
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 A common play is to offer something free or a 
chance to win a sweepstakes on a Website 

 To win the user must enter an email address 
and a password 

 Many employees will enter the same password 
that they use at work  
 so the through such methods Social Engineer now 

has a valid user name and password to enter an 
organization’s network. 
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Gossips & 
Personal Pride or Confidence 

 Gossips 
 You may talk about some gossip with colleague 

and may give some information to other 
colleague who might be a social engineer. 

 Personal Pride or Confidence 
 you may give sensitive information of your  family or 

organization to boast  your  achievements, pride, and 
confidence to  unknown persons 
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 Social engineers may obtain information online 
by pretending to be the  Network 
Administrator 

 Sending an e-mail through the network and 
asking for a user's password or any sensitive 
information indirectly 
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Baiting 
 

 It is one of the methods of social engineering 
which uses physical media and relies on the 
curiosity or greed of the victim 
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 Influence someone to give you confidential 
information either by convincing them you are 
someone who can be trusted or by just asking 
for it. 
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 Social networking sites such as Facebook  are a 
social engineer’s paradise 
 A social engineer can find out so much about you 

from these sites 
 People post information about where they work, 

what they like to do, what bands they like, and 
many more 
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 Social Engineering to acquire the details of 
individual  

 Targeting the individual user or higher authority  
 Another variation of phishing attacks is a whaling 

attack which would be used by social engineer. 
 Whaling is an attack which targets the specific high profile 

executives in the businesses or targeting upper management 
in the corporate 
 In this type of attack the social engineer targets 

executives and high-profile and targets the complete 
information about them which is easily accessible on 
the Internet.  
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 Shoulder surfing  
 Simply looking over someone’s shoulder while they are 

using a computer.  
 This can be done in close range as well as long range 

using a pair of binoculars. 
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 Vishing is an methods similar to phishing but 
done through voice i.e over telephone 
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 It is an method where the attacker gets the 
information from the trash  
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 Be suspicious of unsolicited phone calls, visits, 
or email messages from individuals asking 
about employees or other internal information 

 If an unknown individual claims to be from a 
legitimate organization, try to verify his or her 
identity directly with the company 
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 If you are unsure whether an email request is 
legitimate, try to verify it by contacting the 
company directly 

 Information about known phishing attacks is also 
available online from groups such as the Anti-
Phishing Working Group 

 Install and maintain anti-virus software, firewalls, 
and email filters to reduce some of this traffic 

 Take advantage of any anti-phishing features 
offered by your email client and web browser 

 Be suspicious don’t get influenced by the unknown 
person and don’t give away the confidential 
information to them 
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 Do not provide personal information or information about your 
organization, including its structure or networks, unless you are 
certain of a person's authority to have the information 

 Do not reveal personal or financial information in email, and do not 
respond to email solicitations for this information. This includes 
following links sent in e-mail 

 Don't send sensitive information over the Internet before checking 
a website's security. Pay attention to the URL of a website. 
Malicious websites may look identical to a legitimate site, but the 
URL may use a variation in spelling or a different domain (e.g., .com 
vs. .net) 
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 Don’t get tempted in accessing the devices 
which left unattended or found at sidewalk, 
elevator, parking lot etc. 

 Do not use contact information provided on a 
website connected to the request; instead, 
check previous statements for contact 
information 
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What do you do if you think you are a 
victim? 

 If you believe you might have revealed sensitive information about 
your organization, report it to the appropriate people within the 
organization, including network administrators. They can be alert for 
any suspicious or unusual activity 

 If you believe your financial accounts may be compromised, contact 
your financial institution immediately and close any accounts that may 
have been compromised. Watch for any unexplainable charges to your 
account 

 Immediately change any passwords you might have revealed. If you 
used the same password for multiple resources, make sure to change 
it for each account, and do not use that password in the future 

 Watch for other signs of identity theft 
 Consider reporting the attack to the police, and file a report with the 

Federal Trade Commission 
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Always be alert and check 
out before posting or 

giving information  
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 http://www.pcworld.com/article/182180/top_
5_social_engineering_exploit_techniques.html 

 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voice_phishing 
 http://www.informit.com/articles/article.aspx?

p=1350956&seqNum=7 
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